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Today's Update
Holochain & Rust immersive near completion

We're now in the second week of the Holochain Immersive and it is going very well. The eight

developers completed the Rust portion of the immersive and project in only two days last week!

They've now also completed the Holochain curriculum of the training and have begun working

on several, self-chosen Holochain app projects.

In the run-up to the immersive training, the core team sprinted to merge, document, and

release the feature that allow for Holochain app stability—Holochain Deterministic Integrity.

This was the most critical part of the Holochain Software Development Kit 0.1.0 (HDK 0.1.0)

needed in advance of the training and the participants are using it as they learn how to code

Holochain apps which allow for easier app updates to end users. They also know that this

approach will be the future way of coding in Holochain.

The rest of what comprises the HDK 0.1.0 is on it's way soon. Look for details about this

milestone and all the features in next week's Dev Pulse.
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ABOUT HOLO

Holo is a distributed cloud hosting marketplace for peer-to-peer apps built on Holochain. We're helping
to build a better Web.

Holo is to cloud hosting what Airbnb was to hotels—anyone can become a host by turning their computer into a
source of revenue, getting paid in HoloFuel for hosting peer-to-peer applications to the legacy web. By hosting
P2P apps, you support a web that empowers your peers and communities.

As Holo approaches the milestone for Publish hApps Pre-release, we've begun sharing more

about Kizuna, a P2P messaging app powered by Holochain. Kizuna will have early access to the

Publisher Portal leading the way for future hApp publishers who will be welcomed into the Holo

Alpha network.
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